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Why TRACIT?

• Illicit trade demands a sustained, coordinated response 

• Business can be a better, smarter partner to government

• Governments can be more effective though a more holistic approach

• Greater awareness underpins more effective policy responses

• TRACIT brings business to the table



Address common vulnerabilities

• Air, sea, land transport

• Express carriers

• Internet platforms

• Border control

• Corruption in customs

• Free trade zones

• Regulatory gaps



Expose associated crimes

• Financial fraud

• Money laundering

• Human trafficking

• Organized crime

• Corruption



Drive the international agenda



•Global Illicit Trade Index

•84 countries

• Evaluates structural capacities 
to fight illicit trade

•Briefings in 22 countries

•Policy recommendations



IUU Fishing

Illegal fishing in Costa Rica 
affects marine resources 
(like tuna and sharks), the 
national economy and local 
fishing communities



Forestry

Illegal logging threatens 
Myanmar’s forests and rare 
woods – like Teak



Petroleum

25% of petroleum fuels 
in Tunisia is illicit or 
adulterated



Counterfeiting

In the EU, counterfeiting 
drains €83 billion in GDP, 
€14 billion in taxes and 
790,000 jobs



Alcohol

30% of alcohol consumed 
in Dominican Republic is 
illicit



The list goes on….

• 1 in 10 cigarettes worldwide is illicit

• In terms of value, illicit trade in pharmaceuticals has 
been estimated at US$75 – 200 billion annually. 

• Wildlife crimes are worth $23 billion



What did we hear from Ministers?

• Massive economic losses

• Lost jobs

• Lost tax revenues

• Squandered natural resources

• Environmental damages

• Crime, corruption and informal 
economy
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Q1: All SDGs are negatively 
impacted…



Two are impacted by all forms of 
illicit trade…



Q2: They’re interconnected



Interconnected in many ways…

Agri-food, Pesticides, Counterfeit, Forestry, Fishing, Pharma, 
Gemstones & Wildlife

Pesticides, Counterfeits, Petroleum & Gemstones

Agri-food, Pesticides, Counterfeit, Forestry & Pharma

Pesticides, Forestry, Petroleum, Gemstones & Wildlife

Alcohol, Petroleum & Tobacco



12 Chapters

AGRI-FOOD              ALCOHOL            COUNTERFEITING         FISHERIES               FORESTRY               PESTICIDES
& PIRACY

PETROLEUM      PHARMACEUTICAL   PRECIOUS METALS       TOBACCO            TRAFICKING              TRAFICKING
& GEMSTONES IN PERSONS IN WILDLIFE



Report layout



Back to our key questions

3. Are developing countries more adversely 
impacted?

4. Can these learnings help governments 
improve development policy?



Impacts are especially evident in 
developing countries:

• Monetize natural resources
• Commercialize innovation
• Attract investment
• Establish lasting job opportunities
• Move from informal economy
• Create genuine, long-term economic growth



Last question:

Can this help governments 

achieve the SDGs? 



Yes, this can help if we:

1. Address Illicit Trade as a priority 

2. Account for the interconnected nature of illicit trade

3. Use the findings to make better policy

4. Build shared responsibility
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Strengths of working with UNCTAD

• Important mandate to address trade and development

• Experience with illicit financial flows, illegal fishing, financing 

for development, consumer protection

• Key partners with WTO, ITC, UNODC, WCO, etc.



Next steps?

• Take stock of Member State experiences, challenges and 

priorities.

• Determine where “in-country” efforts would be most 

valuable/most effective.

• Develop an evidence-based work program to improve 

economic, social and environmental solutions to 

combatting illicit trade. 



www.TRACIT.org

@TRACIT_org

@Transnational Alliance to Combat Illicit Trade 


